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Abstract
A vast majority of conceptslearned by humanbeings arc
ill-defined. Suchconceptselude precise definitions and
are representedbynonverbalizable
descriptions.Literature
from cognitive psychology provides an insight into
processes used by humanbeings for learning ill-defined
categories. This paperdescribesthe implementation
of an
Adaptive Concept Learning (ACL)system designed
learn ill-defined categories by simulatinghuman
learning
behavior. Thecontents of this paperstand in contrast to
the extant conceptlearning systemsdescribedin machine
learning literature. The extant systems are generally
designed to learn well defined concepts that can be
represented with the help of verbalizable rules. In
contrast, the systemdescribedin this paperis designedto
learn ill-defined categories.Therefore,the implementation
of ACLis a morerealistic simulationof conceptlearning
bel]avior observedin humanbeings.

Introduction
Conceptlearning, also referred to as learning by examples
or inductive learning, has received muchattention within
the area of machine learning (Winston 1975, Mitchell
1982, Michalski 1983, Dietterich & Michalski 1983,
Quinlan 1986). A typical concept learning system uses
generalization to generate a concept description from
specific instances that belong to a predefined category.
The purpose of the learning system is to induce a
maximally-specific or a complete and consistent structural
description of the category from the exemplar set.
Concept learning systems also use counterexamples to
prevent overgeneralization. In such cases, system input
consists of positive and negative examplesand the goal is
to induce a concept description which covers all positive
examples and excludes all counterexamples.
As pointed out by Schank et al. (Schank, Collins,
Hunter 1986), the typical learning system, as described
above, does not relate to what people do in real life. The
main problem highlighted by Schank et al. was the usage
of well defined concepts in machinelearning systems. A
well defined concept is characterized by defining features
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that form necessary and sufficient conditions for category
membership.This view of category membership, referred
to as the classical view by cognitive psychologists, is
currently being faced with the following problems (for
detailed review of criticisms against the classical view see
Smith & Medin 1981):
(a)
the failure of experts to specify defining
properties for most real-world object concepts;
(b)
its inability in explaining the typicality effects
exhibited by category members; and
(c)
use of nonnecessary features by humanbeings
the determination of category membership.

PsychologicalEvidencefor LearninglllDefined Categories
The failure of classical view in adequately explaining the
basis of concept formation has led the way towards
empirical demonstrations that natural objects form
categories with ill-defined boundaries (Mervis &Rosch
1981). The current thinking on learning concept
descriptions for ill-defined categories is dominatedby two
model types. The first type includes prototype-based
models subsumedunder the probabilistic viewpoint and
the second type includes exemplar-based models
conforming to the exemplar viewpoint (Smith & Medin
1981, Barsalou 1990). Comparisons between prototypebased and exemplar-based models have shownthat latter
fare better in explaining experimental data on
categorization (Medin &Florian 1992), but as discussed
in Homa,Sterling, & Trepel (1981), the exemplar models
may be faring better because of simplistic laboratory
conditions being used during evaluation.
The general issue that concerns us is the nature of
information acquired by people when they experience
several instances of ill-defined categories, i.e., categories
that do not reduce to a simple or easily specified rule
(Elio & Anderson 1981). Studies conducted by Posner
and Keele (Posner & Keele 1968, 1970) have shown that
in case of ill-defined categories, humanbeings tend to
abstract or summarize the description of category
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membersin form of a prototype. The category prototype
does not represent a set of necessary and sufficient
features but captures the central tendencyof the properties
associated with the experienced exemplars (Reed 1972).
Additional empirical evidence obtained by cognitive
psychologists (Barsalou 1990, Breen & Schvaneveldt
1986, Homa, Sterling, & Trepel 1981, Homa& Vosburgh
1976, Homa& Charnbliss 1975, Homaet al. 1973) also
seemsto suggest that situations that deal with multiple,
highly variable, and large sized ill-defined categories
favor a prototype-based modelfor concept learning. These
empirical studies have also shown that an abstracted
prototype should be viewed as an evolving, dynamic
construct
thatundergoes
repeated
transformations
with
continuing
exposure
to category
instances.
In addition
to
theabove,
these
studies
havealsoshown
thattheretention
of abstracted
information
is superior
totheretention
of
individual
exemplars.

Research

version 2.1 of ART-IM(Automated Reasoning Tool) for
MS-DOS.Since a considerable amount of research in
cognitive psychology has assumedcategory prototypes or
concept descriptions to be feature-based mental constructs,
it was deemedappropriate to use frames as the knowledge
representation schemefor the learning system.
As mentioned previously, the overall goal of the
learning system is to incrementally learn concept
descriptions in form of category prototypes. To achieve its
goal, the learning system utilizes multiple learning
processes integrated hierarchically in a closcd-loop
configuration. Each learning process makesuse of one or
more knowledge transmutation operators (see Michalski
1994) in response to external inputs or to outputs from
lower level learning process. The transmutation operators
used by the ACLlearning process are shownin Table 1.

Learning
Processes

Knowledge
Operators

Affected / Resulting
KnowledgeStructures

Object
Learning

Insertion
Instance Descriptions
(memorization),
and Deletion

Exemplar
Learning

Agglomeration

Reduced ExemplarBased Representations

Prototype
Learning

Abstraction,
Selection, and
Characterization

Category Prototypes

Failure-Based
Classification
Learning

Characterization

Objectives

As pointed out earlier~ extant systems designed for
concept learning tend to ignore ill-defined categories.
Also, the central idea embodiedin these systems is to
generate a verbalizable "decision role" as the concept
description with the help of generalization heuristics. In
our research, we are interested in designing a system that
is capable of learning concept descriptions of ill-defined
categories as opposed to well defined categories.
Furthermore, we want to use category prototypes as the
basis for representing concept descriptions. The use of
prototypes for concept representation is motivated by the
psychological evidence outlined in the previous section.
The objective of this paper is to describe the
construction and performance of a learning system that
has been designed to implement the human learning
processes believed to be responsible for learning
prototype-based concept descriptions of ill-defined
categories. System functions include acquisition and
storage of object descriptions (category exemplars);
derivation of a prototype from observed exemplars; and
dynamic (continuous) modification of prototype as
function of category experience. The following section
will describe the organization and implementation of the
concept learning system. ARm"describing the system
cons~’uction, we evaluate its performance with respect to
two classification experiments. Finally we present the
conclusions along with our agenda for future work.

Description
of the Learning System
The learning system, henceforth referred to as the
Adaptive Concept Learner (ACL), was implemented under

Multiple Category
Prototypes

Table I. KnowledgeTransmutation operators used by the
learning processes of the ACLSystem
The learning cycle is initiated with the invocation of
object learning process. At this stage, the goal of the
learning system is to acquire input knowledgethrough
rote learning. The learning task is accomplished in a
supervised learning environment and results in the
acquisition of category instances described by a user or a
teacher. Besides the acquisition of input knowledge,the
object learning process is also responsible for maintaining
the background knowledge used by the system to
facilitate the user-systeminteraction.
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Descriptions of category instances acquired through the
object learning process are then agglomerated into
reduced exemplar-based representations (Barsalou 1990)
by the exemplarlearning process. It also maintains several
forms of frequency counts that are used at later stages of
the learning cycle for assigning weights to the attributevalue pair included in the category prototype.
The reduced exemplar-based representations serve as
inputs to the prototype learning process. The goal of the
prototype learning process is to derive a category
prototype through abstraction and assign weights to the
attribute-value pairs included in the prototype description.
A category prototype serves as the characteristic
description of an object class during classification.
Category prototypes are updated if the learning system is
exposed to additional category instances. Updating also
results in periodic weedingof idiosyncratic information
present in the prototype description. The weeding of
idiosyncratic information is equivalent to the selection of
relevant attributes for a category prototype.
The prototype learning process generates a single
prototype for each category. For highly variable
categories, the cognitive economyprovided by creating
category prototypes may prove to be detrimental. To
protect itself from such contingencies, the ACLsystem
relies on a failure-based classification learning process to
generate multiple category prototypes for capturing the
category variability. Hence,the classification process used
by ACLhas been designed to perform a dual role. In its
first role, it acts as a passive similarity-based classifier
which is responsible for the determination of category
membership when provided with an object description
without the knowledgeof its class affiliation.
In its
second role, the classification process is responsible for
generating multiple prototypes for a single category.
Prototypes generated through failure-based classification
should be considered as abstract representations
of
subclusters within a highly variable class.
The following sections will describe the details of the
learning processes used by the ACLsystem.
Object Learning Process
The object learning process functions as a surrogate for
the perceptual and sensory capabilities present in natural
systems. In reality, it is the user-interface whichallows a
teacher to interact with the learning system. The role of
object level processes is to facilitate the teacher-system
interaction and acquire object descriptions provided by a
teacher through rote learning.
The system starts its learning cycle with zero
knowledge about the domain in which it is operating.
Knowledgeacquisition at object level is concerned with
the learning of an object description in terms of attribute-
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value pairs. The systemexpects the user to provide it with
a label, which it assumes to be the name of an object
instance belonging to a basic level category (for the
definition of basic level categories see Rosch1978). After
a label has been provided as an input to the system, the
user is asked to indicate the object type of the label. The
ACLexpects the object type to be either a physical
object, a conceptual object, a physical action, or a mental
action.
To facilitate
the user-system interaction, we have
provided the learning system with a certain amount of
metaknowledgeabout the typical attributes that can be
used to describe a given object type. At this point, it
should be understood that the ACLis capable of learning
this metaknowledge by itself. The metaknowledge has
been preloaded to reduce excessive user-system
interaction.
Based on its metaknowledge,the system prompts for a
value of an attribute along with a displayed list of known
values associated with the attribute. A user can either pick
a value from the displayed list or opt to provide a new
value for the attribute by choosing the "other" option in
the displayed list. The user may also decide not to
provide a value for the promptedattribute.
A user is not limited to the attributes that he or she is
prompted for. After the system has exhausted the known
list of attributes, it displays a menuthrough whicha user
can either: (a) add or delete an attribute in the current
object description; (b) add or delete a value of an attribute
in the current object description; (c) provide multiple
values for an attribute; or (d) take no action and quit the
menu. The add-delete menu provides the user with an
opportunity to define new attributes for the category
instance currently being described or change the earlier
responses if necessary. For example, if the user wants to
specify whether an instance of a ball is solid or hollow,
then by using the menuoptions he or she can define an
additional attribute and give it a name of his or her
choice, e.g., solid-or-hollow. Oncean additional attribute
is defined, it becomesa permanent part of the system’s
metaknowledge.Therefore, the next time around, ifa user
is describing another instance of a ball, then he or she is
also asked to provide a value for the solid-or-hollow
attribute. The system also keeps track of the data type
(symbolic or numeric) for each attribute. Information
about attribute
data type enables the system to
simultaneously work with both symbolic and numeric
attributes.
The above described process of acquiring an object
description is linear in nature, i.e., knowledgeacquisition
proceeds from label to type and then to associated
attribute-value pairs. This linear executionprocess is only
possible if no new symbol, either in the form of an
attribute or an attribute value, is mentionedto the system.
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If duringthe acquisitionof an object description, the user
mentionsa newsymbolto the system, the focus of the
inquiry changes and the system attempts to learn more
about the newsymbolby treating it as a newlabel. The
recursion processis infinite becauseit is being assumed
that the systemcannotlearn an object descriptionin terms
of symbolsthat havenot beenlearned previously. If the
user attemptsto use circular descriptions(e.g., if the label
currently being described is property, and the value for
the context attribute of property is specified to be
property), the system suspendsthe recursion and starts
unwinding.Therecursion process is also terminated, if
the user informs the systemthat not enoughinformation
is knownabout the newsymbolat the present time. In
such cases the system memorizesthe symboland avoids
the recursion process. Additional informationabout the
memorizedsymbolscan be provided to the system at a
later time.
The user-system interaction during knowledge
acquisitionis further facilitated byprovidingthe user with
an online display of brief descriptions that serve as
explanatory notes describing the scope and meaningof
each symbolbeing used to namean attribute or a value
associatedwith the attribute. Therefore,whenthe system
is informed of a new attribute or a new value of an
attribute, it also asks the user to provide a brief
description that can be attached to the newsymbol.The
word description should not be confused with object
descriptions in form of attribute-value pairs. Herethe
worddescription refers to a string of characters used as
explanatorystatements.
The object learning process of the ACLhas been
designedto adapt its interaction accordingto the object
type being described. For example,the ACLwill change
the focus of its metaknowledgn
if a physical action is
being describedinstead of a physical object. In the case
of a physical action, the user is promptedfor an agent
executing the action, object on whichaction is being
performed,
effect of the action, contextof the action, etc.
This implies that the user interface is controlled by the
object type that is currentlybeing described.

Exemplar Learning Process
The exemplar learning process is responsible for
collecting object descriptions into exemplar-based
categories. Object instances sharing the samesymbolfor
their nameare groupedinto a category. The shared name
also becomes
the categorylabel. Categoryattributes at the
exemplarlevel are determined by creating a union of
attributes associated with eachmember
object, Acategory
representationsimilar to the onedescribedabovehas been
termed as the exemplarview of concepts (see Smith
Medin198 I).

Threeformsof statistics are computedwhileorganizing
the describedobjects into a category.Thefirst statistic
maintains the total numberof exemplars in a given
category. Anattribute count is maintainedwith the help
of the secondstatistic, whilethe third statistic is usedto
maintain the attribute value count. For example,if ten
instances of blue balls, five instancesof greenballs, and
five instancesof red bails wereorganizedinto a category
namedball, then the exemplarcount is equal to 20.
Similarly, aUributevalue counts for blue, green andred
values of the color attribute for categoryball are 10, 5,
and 5 respectively. The attribute count for color is 20
becausethe color attribute appearsin the descriptionof all
20 exemplarsrepresentingthe categoryball. Theattribute
value count is maintainedonly for symbolicattributes.
For numeric attributes with continuous values the
exemplar learning process maintains the minimumand
maximum
values of the at~ibute observed amongthe
category exemplars. The minimum
and maximum
values
are usedfor the computation
of similarity evidenceduring
classification. All statistics are updatedwith additional
exposureto newexemplarsbelongingto the category.
Twopieces of informationare lost by creating a union
of object descriptions to forma categoryrepresentation.
First, multipleobjects collected in a categorylose their
individual identities; andsecond,becauseof the identity
loss, correlation amongcategoryattributes is also lost.
Loss of identity can be assumed to represent the
forgetting of individual stimuli, a common
occurrencein
humanbeings. Also, due to the loss of individuality by
categoryexemplars,the exemplarviewis not the correct
term for the categoryrepresentation usedby the exemplar
learning process. As stated by Barsalou (1990), such
representations are subsumedunder reduced exemplar
modelsfor conceptformation.
Prototype Learning Process
The prototypelearning process is activated immediately
after the assimilation of an object description into the
reducedexemplar-based
representationof a category. This
process is responsible for generating a prototype-based
conceptdescription for each object label encounteredby
the system. Category prototypes are derived from
exemplarlevel knowledge
structures throughabstraction.
The abstraction process captures the central tendencyof
the attributes presentin the reducedexemplarstructure. A
modalvalue is used for symbolicattributes and a mean
value is used for numericattributes. Symbolicattributes
with morethan one modalvalue function as multivalued
attributes in the prototypedescription.
Besidescreating a prototype-basedconceptdescription,
the prototypecreation processalso computesthe attribute
value salience and attribute relevancyfor each symbolic
Rohatgi 101
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attribute present in the category prototype. Onlyattribute
relevancy is computedfor numeric attributes. Attribute
value salience is an estimate of the probability of
occurrence of an attribute value with respect to a given
category. Similarly, attribute relevancy is an estimate of
the probability of occurrence of an attribute for a given
category. For example, assume that 20 instances of
category ball were experienced by the ACLsystem, and
the attribute color was used to describe 10 of them. If the
modal value of the attribute color happens to be red,
which was observed in 5 instances, then the salience of
the value red for the color attribute is estimated to be 0.50
(10 divided by 5). Based on the same data attribute
relevancy for the color attribute will be estimated as 0.5
(20 divided by 10). Hence, the attribute value salience and
attribute relevancy are computed by using the exemplar
count, attribute count and attribute value count statistics
maintained at the exemplar level. The salience and
relevancy values are used for similarity computations
during classification. Attribute relevancy is also used to
eliminate idiosyncratic information from a category
prototype.
The category prototype description is modified as and
when necessary. With the acquisition of additional
informationat the object level, it is possible to experience
a shift in the central tendencyof the category attributes.
Therefore, the prototype description along with the
salience and relevancy values is updated continuously.
The update process propagates in a bottom up fashion,
i.e., additional informationat the object level results in an
update at the exemplar level which in turn affects the
prototype level.
As mentionedearlier, the category prototype inherits all
attributes from the exemplarlevel. The exemplarlevel in
turn inherits all attributes used in the description of
memberinstances at the object level. This attribute
preserving process leads to the inclusion of two types of
attributes in the category prototype. The first type
represents the set of characteristic attributes, (i.e.,
attributes often used to describe category instances) and
the second set represents the idiosyncratic information or
information associated with only a few exemplars of the
category, in order to facilitate the evolution of category
prototypes towards a predominance of characteristic
attributes,
the prototype learning process has been
designed to eliminate any idiosyncratic information from
the prototype description.
The idiosyncratic attributes are eliminated (or deleted)
on the basis of attribute relevancy. As explained earlier,
an estimate of attribute relevancy is computedby dividing
the attribute count with the exemplar count. In order to
eliminate attributes with low relevancy, a system defined
parameter representing a threshold value (currently set at
0.1) is used. If the attribute relevancy is greater than the
102
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threshold parameter, then the attribute is retained as a part
of the prototype description; otherwise, it is eliminated.
The elimination process is executed whenever exemplar
count rood 20 is equal to zero.
Categorization Process
A plausible way to evaluate the quality of concept
descriptions generated by a learning systemis to evaluate
their usefulness in a classification task. The ability of a
concept description to produce correct classifications
(defined as accuracy by Bergadano et al. 1988) can
used as a surrogate measureof concept quality. Although
the form and content of category descriptions is critical
for accurate classification, the role of decision rule used
in the categorization task should also be taken into
account.
A two stage categorization process is used by the ACL
systemfor the purposeof classification. In the first stage,
the categorization process attempts to generate multiple
prototypes for each object class currently represented in
the knowledge base. Multiple category prototypes
generated at this stage can be considered as abstract
representations of possible subclusters in a highly variable
class. The subclusters are identified through failure-based
classification of training instances. Classification of test
instances comprisesthe secondstage of the categorization
process.
Since the categorization
process uses multiple
prototypesto represent a category, it is also referred to as
the Multiple Prototype Classification
Model. The
following steps illustrate the categorization process used
by the ACLsystem (see Rohatgi 1994, for a complete
account of Multiple Prototype Classification model):
1. Before invoking the categorization process, use the
mechanismsof object learning, exemplar learning, and
prototype learning processes to generate a single
prototype for each object class present in the training
data set.
2. Use the following procedure to classify instances in
the training set:
a. Create a frame-based representation of the instance
that needsto be classified. Therefore, I (instance to
be classified) = {(aI, vl), (a2, v,) ..... (an, v,)}, where
is the ith attribute and vi is the value for the ith
attribute in the instance description.
b. ComputeSi = Y,j EVD(Ij, P0) for each i, where i
I...K, K being the number of categories in the
knowledgebase, l being the instance, P~ being the
prototype for ith category, j being the sum of
commonand distinct attributes present in the
prototype and the instance descriptions, EVDbeing
the evidence for similarity,
and S~ being the
cumulative similarity evidence for the ith category.
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The Following roles should be used to computesimilarity
evidence along each feature dimension:

subcluster (numberof instances in the reference set of
the subeluster) divided by the category exemplar count
tabulated in step ! (numberof instances in the entire
category) estimates the span ofa subcluster in terms of
fractional representation. No action is taken if a
category prototype generated in step I is ruled as most
similar to the instance under consideration. It should
be noted that the presentation order of training
instances may affect the number and quality of
subclusters identified in step 3.

Similarity evidence for symbolic attributes:
-- (attribute value salience x attribute relevancy),
the attribute and attribute values match.
-(attribute value salience x attribute relevancy),
if the attributes match but there is a value
mismatch.
= -!.0, if the attribute is present in the instance
and is absent in the prototype.

.

= -(attribute relevancy), if the attribute is present
in the prototype and absent in the instance.
Similarity evidence for numeric attributes
diameter):

(e.g.

[ins~-tce value - prototype value]
= 1(Max - Min + Delta) / 2.0
Delta = arbitrary small number (0.05). It
being used as a mathematical
convenienceto avoid dividing by zero.
Note:

Min and Maxvalues are identified at
the exemplarlevel, while the attribute
value salience and attribute relevancy
are computed at the prototype level
during the training phase.

c. Compute C = Max{ St }.
d. Classify the instance as belonging to the category
i for whichY~j EVD(Ij,Pij) =
3. A misclassification in step 2 highlights the inadequacy
of a single category prototype for accurate
classification. Themisclassified instance is used as the
basis for creating a newsubcluster. A prototype for the
new subcluster is also generated. At this point, the
prototype is based on a single member of the
subcluster.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for all training instances
(prototypes generated in step 3 also participate in the
categorization task after their initial creation). If
subcluster gets assigned as the possible category by the
classification procedure in step 2 then the prototype
representing the subcluster and the subcluster exemplar
count are updated. The exemplar count of the

.

After exhausting all training instances,
the
categorization process uses a truncation parameter to
drop certain subclusters. The truncation parameter
represents a threshold value that ranges between 0.0
and !.0. Anysubcluster with a fractional representation
smaller than the truncation parameter is deleted.
Classify test instances by using the classification rule
outlined in step 2. The object classes present in the
training set are assumed to be represented by the
multiple prototypes retained after truncation in step 5.
If the classification role picks a subcluster as the
possible category then it is assumed that the test
instance belongs to the parent class of the subeluster.
A match between the class predicted
by the
classification rule and the true class of the test instance
is considereda hit.

To achieve computational economy, the ACLsystem has
been designed to accept a user-defined truncation
parameter. If the user is interested in an optimal value of
the truncation parameter, then the ACLsystem can be
asked to progressively drop each subcluster starting from
the one having the least value in terms of fractional
representation. The classification procedure in step 6 is
repeated after the elimination of each subcluster. The
truncation parameter value which results in most accurate
classification is considered as the optimal value of the
parameter.
The optimality of the truncation parameter is confined
to a given domainand its optimal value will change from
one domain to another. Furthermore, the truncation
parameter can be understood as an estimate of the
abstraction bias in the overlapping area betweenclasses.
The significance of the truncation parameter value is
discussed in the next section along with the analysis of
classification experiments performed on the ACLsystem.
Execution Summary. The execution sequence of the
above described learning processes can be summarizedin
the following algorithmic form:
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/* Use Training Data Set */
While Object Instances are Available to be Described
Symbol = GetObject_Label
If not a Previously KnownSymbol Then
Get_Object_type (Symbol);
End-If
Object_Description =
Get_Object_Description (Symbol)
/* If a previously unknown symbol is used while
describing an object instance then use recursion and
invoke Get_Object_Type (New_Symbol)
Object_Description =
Add_Delete_Menu(Object_Description)
/* If a previously unknown symbol is used while
modifying an object description then use recursion and
invoke Get_Object_Type (New_Symbol)
If ExemplarRepresentation does not Exist Then
Reduced_Exemplar_Structure =
Create_New_Exemplar_Representation
(Object_Description)
Else
Reduced_Exemplar_Structure -Update_Exemplar_Representation
(Object_Description)
End-If
if Prototype Representation does not Exist Then
Prototype ffi Create_New_Prototype_Representation
(Reduced_Exemplar_Structure)
Else
prototype = Update_Prototype_Representation
(Reduced_Exemplar_Structure)
End-If
End While loop
/* Invoke Classification
Process
*/
Generate_Multiple_Prototypes (Training_Set)
/* Use test data set */
Perform_Classification (Test_Data)
Print Classification Statistics
End Program
104 MSL-96

Evaluation
As mentioned previously, classification accuracy can be
used as a surrogate measure for concept quality.
Therefore, to measurethe quality of concept descriptions
generated by the ACL, the prototype system was used to
performtwo classification tasks.
Description of Data Sets
A summarized description of data sets used for the
classification tasks is shownin Table 2. The detailed
description is available on the internet node (ics.uci.edu)
whichfunctions as the secondarysource for data sets used
in machine learning experimentation. Wechose these
previously used data sets to comparethe concept learning
performance of the ACLprototype system with the
classification results reported by other studies (See Weiss
& Kulikowski 1991 and Michalski 1989). The breast
cancer data provides an opportunity for the ACLsystem
to work with symbolic attributes while the Iris data set
tests the capability of ACLto work with numeric
attributes. Furthermore, while working with the cancer
data, the ACLsystem is also challenged with classes
exhibiting a high degree of overlap.
Experiments with Breast Cancer Data
The data set for evaluating the prognosis of breast cancer
reoccurrence was used for the first classification task.
70%of the test cases were randomlyselected for learning
concept descriptions and the remaining 30%were used for
testing. This process was repeated four times to create
four data sets. The technique used to create the training
and test data sets is the same as described in Michalski
(1989). This was done to replicate the experimental
conditions of the studies performed by Michalski. Since
other researchers have only reported the average results of
the four data sets, the followingdiscussion will also refer
to the average performance of the multiple prototype
classification model.
As shownin Table 3, the multiple prototype model has
a better classification accuracy--0.73 comparedto 0.68 for
AQI5 and 0.72 for ASSISTANT
tree--when truncation
was used for all three methods. On the other hand,
without truncation, the multiple prototype modelperforms
very poorly. In fact, the system performance goes down
with the increase in the numberof prototypes used for
representing a fixed number of classes. Similarly,
performance also deteriorates if only one prototype is
used to represent each class. This is because a single
prototype represents too muchabstraction, while too many
prototypes for overlappingclasses (like the two classes in
the breast data) confoundsthe classification process.
Table 4 (source: Weiss & Kulikowski 1991) shows
classification
error results for several different
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classification methods. In comparison to other methods,
the multiple prototype model ranks third behind the PVM
rule and the CART
tree. It is also interesting to note that
the classification accuracy of humanexperts for the breast
cancer data is only 0.64 and that most classification
methods, including the Multiple Prototype model, can
deliver a better performance.
Experiments with the Iris Data
The Iris data set was used for the second classification
task. As opposedto the train and test procedure used for
breast cancer data, the cross-validation methodwas used
for arriving at the classification accuracy. This was done
to be consistent with other classification studies that have
used the Iris data set.
A classification accuracy of 0.94 or an error rate of
0.06 places the multiple prototype model as sixth among
the classification
models shown in Table 4. From the
results shownin Table 4, it is clear that the performance
of multiple prototype classification modelis clearly not
amongthe best.
Analysis
The iris and breast cancer data sets were chosen to study
the classification
performance of ACLprototype on
numeric and symbolic attribute types. The comparative
performance data shown in Tables 4 indicate that the
classification performance of ACLis better for symbolic
data, and average for numeric data. This implies that
comparedto numeric concept descriptions, the quality of
symbolic concept descriptions
learned by the ACL
prototype system is higher.
For best classification results, a suitable value for the
truncation parameter used by multiple prototype model
must be found. Higher values of the truncate parameter
indicate that it maybe possible to use abstraction for
maintaining information about exemplars belonging to
category areas that overlap with another category in a
multidimensional space. On the other hand, lower values
of the truncate parameter imply that category instances in
the overlap area mayhave to be rememberedas individual
exemplarswith little scope of abstraction.
Classification performance of ACLfor a set of user
specified truncation parameter values is shownin Table
5. On the basis of these results it maybe concluded that
a classification model using a hybrid of prototype and
exemplar representations mayeventually prove to be the
best. This viewpoint is similar to the decentralized view
of concept learning proposed by Brooks (1987).
It is worth mentioning that attributes associated with
each decision class in the cancer or the iris data set are
the same. Under these circumstances, a categorization
process is limited to the exploitation of similarities and

differences amongattribute values for predicting a
decision class. This is generally true for objects at the
subordinate level in an object hierarchy consisting of
superordinate, basic, and subordinate levels (see Rosch
1978). On the contrary, at the basic and superordinate
levels, attributes associated with each object class form
the basis for classification rather than attribute values.
Unfortunately, most data sets for which published
classification results are available tend to use attribute
values as discriminants for decision classes. Due to lack
of comparative data, the classification behavior of the
multiple prototype model for basic level objects was not
investigated.
Comparison of ACL with Related Research
The following salient characteristics of ACLstand in
contrast with respect to existing work in the area of
concept learning and classification:
1. The concept learning process used by ACLis based
on abstraction instead of the traditional inductive
generalization techniques (Michalski 1983) used
most of the existing systems (e.g., see Dietterich and
Michalski 1983).
2. ACLsubscribes to the probabilistic view of concept
learning instead of the classical view adopted by
concept learning systems based on inductive
generalization techniques.
3. ACLuses prototype-based concept representations as
opposed to exemplar-based representations used in
machine learning systems like PROTOS
(Bareiss
1989~ and CYRUS(Kolodner 1984), which follow
the case-based reasoning paradigm.
4. The technique used for generating multiple
prototypes through failure-based classification is
quite similar in spirit to the growthalgorithm
presented in Kibler and Aha (1987). Although
similar, the two approachesdiffer in their output
because the growth algorithm retains its
classification failures as exemplars whereas ACL
attempts to create prototype-based abstractions from
its classification failures.
5. Clustering programs like COBWEB
(Fisher 1987)
and UNIMEM
(Lebowitz 1987) are capable
generating a concept hierarchy while ACLat present
is limited to a single level of clustering. ACLuses a
truncation parameter in conjunction with
classification accuracy to optimize the numberof
resulting clusters. Unfortunately, ACLlike
COBWEB
does not use any operators to mitigate the
effect of instance ordering.
6. The ACLsystem is not limited to either symbolic or
numeric attributes but can function with both
attribute types simultaneously.
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Data Set
Name

Decision
Classes

Number of
Instances

Attributes per
Instance

Values /
Attribute

Attribute
Type

Breast
Cancer

2

286

9

5.8

Symbolic

Iris

3

[ 150

4

n/a

Numeric

I

Table 2. Description of Data Sets

Domain: Breast Cancer
Method

Complexity

Accuracy

Complexes = 41
Selectors = 160
Complexes = 32
Selectors = 128
Complexes = 2
Selectors = 7

0.66

Nodes = 120
Leaves = 63
Nodes = 16
Leaves = 9

0.67

Prototypes -- 23
Prototypes -- 3.5

0.38
0.73

-

0.64

AQI5
Coverage = Complete
Truncation, unique > 1
Top Rule

0.68
0.68

ASSISTANT Tree
No Pruning
With Pruning

ACL

sCoverage = Maximal
Truncation parameter = 0.20

HumanExperts

2Table 3 Comparison of Multiple Prototype Classification

Model with AQI5and ASSISTANT
(descendant of ID3)

Notes for Table 3:
!. Maximalis equivalent to no truncation
2. Performance data source for AQ15and Assistant: Michalski (1989)
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Method

Linear
Quadratic
Nearest Neighbor
Bayes Independence
Bayes 2nd Order
Neural Net (BP)
Neural Net (ODE)
PVMrule
Optimal Rule Size 2
CART Tree
ACL(Truncation Parameter)

Errs"
(Iris Data)

ErrT~
t~

(Cancer Data)

0.020
0.027
0.040
0.067
0.160
0.033
0.027
0.040
0.020
0.047
0.060 (0.025)

0.294
0.344
0.347
0.282
0.344
0.285
0.276
0.229
0.229
0.270

(0.200)

*Representsthe error rate or rate of misclassification. Lowervalues indicate better performance.

Table 4. Comparative Performance of Multiple Prototype Classification

Truncation
Parameter

Breast Cancer Data*:
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
1.00
Maximal**
Iris Data:
0.025
1.000
Maximal’*

Model on Breast Cancer and Iris Data

Classification
Accuracy

Average Number
of Prototypes

0.40
0.63
0.65
0.73
0.60
0.38

13.75
6.00
4.25
3.50
2.00
23.25

0.94
0.94
0.91

5.96
3.00
12.92

Reported classification accuracy is the average performanceof Multiple Prototype Classification modelon 4 test data
sets.
** Maximalis equivalent to no truncation.

*

Table 5. The Affect of Truncation Parameter on Classification

Accuracy
Rohatgi
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Breen, T. J. and Schvaneveldt, R. W.1986. Classification
of empirically derived prototypes as a function of
Category Experience. Memoryand Cognition 14(4):313320.

Conclusions
and Future Work
A major contribution
of this paper is the use of
abstraction mechanisms and prototype-based concept
representations in concept learning tasks. This is a marked
departure from the traditional thinking embodiedin the
design of extant concept learning systems described in
machine learning literature.
Furthermore, the system
(ACL) described in this paper is not limited to well
defined concepts but has been designed to function with
ill-defined categories.
The concept learning processes incorporated in the
ACLsystem are nonobservable processes that have been
postulated by cognitive psychologists to explain their
empirical results obtained from concept learning
experiments with humanSubjects. Experiments conducted
with the help of ACLsystem demonstrate that these
learning processes may not be the best option in all
circumstances. Results from classification experiments
indicate that mathematical formulations mayfare better
when compared to a simulation of human learning
processes. It was also found that concept learning
processes used by humanbeings maybe more appropriate
in problem domains that are characterized by symbolic
attributes.
The conclusions outlined in the previous paragraph are
based on a limited set of experiments.
Further
experimentation with the ACLsystem is required to
substantiate the validity of our results. In the future we
plan to conduct few more experiments with ACLto
explore its classification behavior in other types of
artificial and natural domains.In particular, our plan is to
compare the classification
performance of ACLwith
humansubjects. Wealso plan to direct our future effort
towards the type of experimentation that will help us in
refining the definition of truncation parameter and
characterize its role in classification tasks.

Homa,D. and Vosburgh, R. 1976. Category Breadth and
the Abstraction of Prototypical Information. Journal of
Experimental Psychology: HumanLearning and Memory
2(3):322-330.
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